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The Effect of Intracranial Stent Implantation on the Curvature of the Cerebrovasculature

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Recently, the use of stents to assist in the coiling and repair of wide-neck aneurysms has been shown to be highly effective; however, the effect of these stents on the RC of the parent vessel has not been quantified. The purpose of this study was to quantify the effect of intracranial stenting on the RC of the implanted artery using 3D datasets.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-four patients receiving FDA-approved neurovascular stents to support coil embolization of brain aneurysms were chosen for this study. The stents were located in the ICA, ACA, or MCA. We analyzed C-arm rotational angiography and contrast-enhanced cone beam CT datasets before and after stent implantation, respectively, to ascertain changes in vessel curvature. The images were reconstructed, and the vessel centerline was extracted. From the centerline, the RC was calculated.

RESULTS: The average implanted stent length was 25.4 ± 5.8 mm, with a pre-implantation RC of 7.1 ± 2.1 mm and a postimplantation RC of 10.7 ± 3.5 mm. This resulted in a 3.6 ± 2.7 mm change in the RC due to implantation (P < .0001), more than a 50% increase from the pre-implantation value. There was no difference in the change of RC for the different locations studied. The change in RC was not impacted by the extent of coil packing within the aneurysm.

CONCLUSIONS: The implantation of neurovascular stents can be shown to have a large impact on the RC of the vessel. This will lead to a change in the local hemodynamics and flow pattern within the aneurysm.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACA = anterior cerebral artery; CBCT = cone-beam CT; CFD = computational fluid dynamics; 3DRA = 3D rotational angiography; NiTi = nitinol; RC = radius of curvature

S tents have emerged as a new tool to treat intracranial aneurysms. First approved by the FDA in 2002, the Neuroform stent (formerly Boston Scientific, Natick, Massachusetts) was the first self-expanding stent indicated for intracranial use. Before its approval, other cardiac stents were sporadically used when no other treatment option was available. The major limitation of these stents is that they are often too rigid to navigate beyond the tortuous ICA siphon. A number of studies have indicated that the new generation of self-expanding neurovascular stents provides valuable adjunctive tools in the treatment of wide-neck aneurysms. However, the exact mechanism by which stents aid in aneurysmal healing is unknown.

Currently, there are 3 mechanisms by which stents are thought to promote this healing. First, the stent may limit the flow into the aneurysm by allowing tight packing of the aneurysm neck, leading to stagnation and stable clot formation within the aneurysmal sac. Second, the endothelialization of the stent struts may induce neointimal tissue growth over the aneurysm neck, leading to its exclusion from the circulation, as has been shown in a single human case following autopsy and in an animal model.

Finally, the change in the geometry of the blood vessel from stent implantation may have an effect on the local hemodynamics. Studies on hemodynamic and blood vessel characteristics have shown that aneurysms are more likely to develop in areas of higher wall shear stress, such as the outer wall of curved vessels or bifurcations. This was further demonstrated in clinical reviews. It has also been shown that ICA aneurysms form at the curvature points and that rupture takes place more often in bends with a smaller RC. Although the curvature and diameter of the ICA siphon are available, changes in curvature of intracranial arteries due to implantation of self-expanding NiTi stents are little known.

It has been documented that stent deployment within the coronary arteries results in a significant change in vessel curvature of approximately 20%. Due to anatomic differences between coronary and neurovasculature as well as different stent properties, these results cannot be translated to cerebrovascular self-expanding stents. Most recently, Huang et al observed an increase in the angle between the A1 segment and the ipsilateral or contralateral A2 segment after stent-assisted coil embolization of anterior communicating artery aneurysms. The measurements were acquired from selected projection angiograms. The major limitations of this method, as mentioned by the authors, included the difficulties in describing 3D vascular geometry changes by using 2D angiographic datasets and establishing uniform measurement standards. In this study, we aimed to quantify the change in the RC of the parent artery induced by the implantation of an intracranial stent in 3D.
Materials and Methods

Imaging

Patients were retrospectively selected on the basis of the following criteria: 1) the availability of pretreatment 3DRA and postimplantation contrast-enhanced CBCT (Allura FD20/20; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) of the stented vessel segment, 2) the use of a self-expanding NiTi intracranial stent (Enterprise VRD; Codman Neurovascular, Raynham, Massachusetts; or Neuroform; Stryker Neurovascular, Fremont, California), 3) the location of the stent within the anterior intracranial circulation, and 4) streak artifacts caused by the platinum coils within the associated aneurysm that did not interfere with post-imaging processing to segment the stented vessel. We reviewed our data base of 238 aneurysms that received stent-assisted coil embolization and found 24 cases that met these criteria. Specifically, postembolization high-resolution CBCT was not available in 137 patients, pretreatment 3DRA was not available in 7 patients, 41 cases were excluded due to location of the stent within the posterior circulation, and 39 cases were excluded due to streak artifacts obscuring the implanted vessel segment. Note that some patients met >1 exclusion criterion.

Our current imaging protocol is to acquire 3DRA before treatment and contrast-enhanced cone-beam CT immediately after stent deployment to assess the relationship of the vessel and device. 3DRA imaging was performed by acquiring 122 projection images over a 210° arc (rotation time, 4.7 seconds) at approximately 88 kVp and a total of 200 mAs (Fig 1C). During 3DRA acquisitions, contrast (iopamidol 51%, Isovue; Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey) was injected through the 6F guide catheter positioned in the cervical ICA.
via a coupled power injector (Mark V ProVis; Medrad, Indianola, Pennsylvania) at a rate of 5 mL/s for a total of 30 mL with a 2-second image-acquisition delay. Posttreatment contrast-enhanced CBCT (Fig 1D) was performed as recently reported.16 Following stent-assisted coil embolization, the packing attenuation was determined by dividing the volume of coils implanted within the aneurysm (assuming each coil is represented by a solid cylinder) by the volume of the aneurysm as determined on 3DRA.

Although we routinely perform 3DRA during follow-up surveillance imaging, we preferred to use the immediate posttreatment CBCT to remove the effect of vessel remodeling that may occur with time from the analysis. To confirm that the geometric analysis from 3DRA and CBCT datasets were similar, we selected a single patient who had both studies performed immediately following stent-assisted aneurysm embolization. With the analysis method described below, the difference in the radii of curvature measured from the 3DRA and CBCT datasets was within 1%. This test case was not included in the data series reported herein.

Centerline Extraction
Postimplantation CBCT images were exported in DICOM format and imported into Mimics 13.1 (Materialise, Ghent, Belgium) for segmentation and reconstruction. Segmentation was performed by using a gray value threshold to select only the struts of the stent followed by 3D reconstruction for visual inspection. Next, the Mimics built-in 3D LiveWire tool was used for isolation of the stent-containing vessel. The tool allows the separation and segmentation of small gray value changes that a broad threshold would not properly identify. From this final segmentation, a new 3D reconstruction was made of the stent-containing vessel segment and was subsequently smoothed to remove sharp corners introduced by the 3D algorithm (Fig 1F). Finally, the centerline of the vessel with control points every 0.4 mm was calculated, and these control points were exported to Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) for re-sampling and curvature calculation (Fig 1H) as previously described.12

Pre-implantation 3DRA was similarly exported via the DICOM format and then imported into Mimics. However, with no stent present and no other artifact-inducing implants, the vessel segment was readily thresholded. The distances proximal and distal to the aneurysm were measured to isolate the vessel segment matching the post-implantation reconstruction. The path length was used to remove the measurement errors resulting from change in curvature. The segment was then smoothed, and the centerline was extracted as previously described (Fig 1E, -G).

Curvature Calculation
The same technique was used for both pre- and postimplantation curvature calculation as it was independent of the imaging technique. The centerline control points extracted from Mimics were imported into Matlab. The control points were resampled into an eighth degree polynomial at a spacing of 0.05 mm. The resampling allowed any small error in centerline calculation or fluctuation to be removed from the curvature calculation.12 After resampling, both the original and resampled points were plotted on a graph to ensure that there were no errors during processing. Finally the curvature and the RC were calculated.

$$\kappa = \frac{|r'(s) \times r''(s)|}{|r'(s)|^3}$$

where $\kappa$ is the curvature, $r(s)$ denotes the location of a point along the polynomial representation of the centerline as a function of a single parameter $r(s) = [x(s), y(s), z(s)]$ in rectilinear coordinates, $r'(s)$ and $r''(s)$ are the first and second full derivatives, respectively. To better visualize the change in curvature, we graphed the pre- and post-implant centerlines on the same coordinate system (Fig 2). Finally, the average RC for each centerline was calculated. At the end of the vessel segments, 25 points (1.25 mm) were removed from either end of the centerline to eliminate the artifacts from the radiopaque markers of the stents.

Phantom Experiments
Phantom imaging experiments were performed to confirm that the analysis of data from 3DRA, and contrast-enhanced CBCT protocols allowed the reproducible calculation of vessel curvature. The phantoms consisted of 3 different patient-specific silicone vascular replicas of the ICA that were previously described12 suspended in 16 cm of water. The lumen of the replicas was flooded with pure contrast (iopamidol 51%, Isovue), and 3DRA was performed per our standard clinical protocol. Immediately thereafter, CBCT was performed while injecting 20% by volume of contrast in saline into the replicas, per the clinical protocol. The data were processed as described above for the calculation of the curvature of the centerline. Specifically, the curvature of 4 segments of each ICA, namely the genu petrous, the retro-Gasserian petrous, the posterior cavernous genu, and the anterior cavernous genu, were recorded for both imaging datasets. A Bland-Altman analysis was performed to establish the repeatability and reliability of the RC measurements with data from 3DRA and CBCT.

Statistical Analysis
Data were represented by the mean ± SD and compared with a 2-tailed paired t test. A statistical significance level of $P < .05$ was used.

Results
A total of 12 arterial curves in 3 patient-specific vascular replicas were studied with both 3DRA and contrast-enhanced CBCT from the petrous segment to the distal aspect of the ICA siphon. The RC of the phantoms ranged from 3.9 to 11.8 mm. The mean absolute difference between the RC calculations from these methods was 0.04 ± 0.19 mm (Fig 3). A paired t test of the RCs from 3DRA and CBCT revealed no statistical differences between these populations ($P > .05$). On average, the CBCT method overestimated the RC by 0.34%.
Of the 24 patients (Table), 21 received a closed-cell stent (Enterprise) and the remaining 3 received an open-cell stent (Neuroform). All patients received simultaneous coil embolization. The average unconstrained length of the implanted stents was 25.4 ± 5.8 mm. On completion of segmentation, reconstruction, and centerline extraction, the average pre-implantation centerline length was 28.5 ± 6.0 mm. The average postimplantation centerline length was 28.4 ± 5.6 mm. The 2 results were compared with a paired t test, resulting in a mean difference of 0.02 ± 2.3 mm and a P value > .5, suggesting that there was no difference in the lengths of the segments.

The mean RC was 7.1 ± 2.1 mm pre-stent implantation and 10.7 ± 3.5 mm postimplantation (Fig 4A). The average RC was increased by >50% from the values pre-implantation (P < .0001). A histogram for the difference in curvature with a bin value set to 1 mm is shown in Fig 4B. Most stents were deployed in the ICA below its terminus. There was no difference in the change of the RC as a function of stent location (Fig 5). The change in RC was not dependent on the packing attenuation obtained within the aneurysm (Fig 6, P > .05).

### Patient demographics and aneurysm information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics/Aneurysms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneurysms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range (yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation/indications for treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache/incidental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent after coiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke/transient ischemic attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneurysm dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean aneurysm dome size (SEM) (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean aneurysm neck size (SEM) (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dome/neck ratio (SEM) (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneurysm location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcomA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA terminus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: — SEM indicates standard error of the mean; AcomA, anterior communicating artery.

### Discussion

Aneurysm development and formation are, in part, due to a complex relationship between hemodynamics, vascular biology, and mechanical properties of the parent vessel. Sidewall aneurysms tend to form on the peak of curvature on the outside wall. It has also been shown computationally that with decreasing RC, the wall shear stress at the neck and within the aneurysm increases dramatically. The same study showed that a stent can reduce the wall shear stress of all but the most curved sections; however, it did not consider the effect that the stent would have on the curvature. Recently, research to determine which vessel characteristics might predict aneurysm rupture status has been reported by using a method similar to the one used here.

Previous studies have been performed to characterize the change in curvature of coronary vessels caused by stent implantation, and it is tempting to apply these results to intracranial arteries. However, the composition and environment of the arteries in the 2 different locations differ vastly as do the mechanical properties of coronary balloon-mounted stents versus self-expanding neurovascular stents. Compared with coronary arteries (E = 16.8 kPa, ν = 0.499), arteries within the brain have different mechanical properties (E = 9.2 kPa, ν = 0.458). With a lower Young modulus and Poisson ratio, along with differences in the perivascular environment of the intracranial arteries, it can be assumed that larger deformation post-stent placement will occur compared with coronary arteries.

Based on our literature review, changes in the geometry of intracranial arteries as a result of stent deployment have been obtained from 2D angiograms of anterior communicating artery aneurysms. By measuring the angles between the A1 and the A2 on projection angiograms, Huang et al. found that the stent imposes a change in these angles, thus confirming stent-induced changes to the parent vessel. Although our results are not directly comparable because we describe the 3D change in the radius of curvature, the conclusion of significant alteration of the geometry of the native intracranial vasculature by stent implantation is confirmed by using the described 3D method. Other research has been conducted to determine the apposition of the stents within the tortuous intracranial arterial anatomy as a function of RC and parent vessel diameter, though
It has been shown in this study that the implantation of intracranial stents has a dramatic impact on the RC of the vessel. With the vessel straightening to a large degree, the local hemodynamics will presumably change as well. In the case of bifurcation aneurysms, the blood flow will change from an inertial-driven flow, which can cause much higher intra-aneurysmal kinetic energy and faster washout times, to a shear-driven flow as seen in sidewall aneurysms. This change in flow pattern should also change the locations of local higher wall shear stress, potentially aiding in the healing of the aneurysm. This result could be applied to the development of new devices designed to not only change the flow pattern but also remodel the vessel itself.

One of the study limitations was the use of 3DRA for pre-implantation and contrast-enhanced CBCT for postimplantation imaging. Although we demonstrated that there was little difference between the calculations of vessel curvature from these 2 image-acquisition modalities, 3DRA has a slightly lower spatial resolution. Because there was no stent for isolation of the vascular segment pre-implantation, we chose to make measurements from anatomic landmarks such as the aneurysm. It is possible that small errors were introduced in identification of the vascular segment before stent implantation; however, because the path lengths of the pre- and post-implantation vascular segments were nearly identical, this is an unlikely source of significant error. In both the 3DRA and CBCT, the aneurysm was artificially removed from the segmentation, potentially introducing error. Although we did not observe that the stent-induced changes in the radius of curvature were dependent on anatomic location, more data are needed to confirm this finding. Finally, our patient sample was heavily biased to closed-cell stent design, thereby inhibiting a comparison among different stent technologies.

**Conclusions**

In this study, it has been shown that not only do stents affect the curvature of intracranial vessels but that they do so to a degree far greater than in coronary arteries. These results can be combined with the results of CFD studies to help in the development of new flow-diverting stents and other intracranial devices. Often CFD studies assume that the vessel is a rigid nondeformable surface, and test the effect of stents on the original vessel. The reported results clearly demonstrate that this assumption is most likely too great a simplification.
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